TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR RATE 192:
The Customer will be compensated
This rider is available for Residential or nonresidential purposes.

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
The Company will supply and maintain the necessary
approved buy-through option for service under this rider.

signals to interrupt the Customer's load and the Customer's equipment does not

RATE:
Water Heating Credit Control Service N192
Separately Metered Water Heating Control Service N191

Penalty Charge per kWh: 6.736 ¢/kWh 4.602 ¢/kWh
Monthly Minimum Bill: Customer + Facilities Charge

Penalty Charge per kWh: 6.736 ¢/kWh 4.602 ¢/kWh
Monthly Minimum Bill: Customer Charge per Month: $6.70

EQUIPMENT AND OVERHEAD SERVICE SUPPLIED BY THE COMPANY:
The Company will install, own, and operate, and have discretion to replace or
extend beyond an average installation length of 150 feet will be at the expense of the Customer.

The Company will install, waive, and operate, and have discretion to replace or
including wood or galvanized iron or aluminum material, and unless the equipment is

The Company will supply the necessary and maintain the necessary for the unit. In cases of vandalism or damages, the Company has the
discretion to discontinue service and remove Company equipment.

The light shall be cycled on a 15-minute on/off schedule to achieve a 50% reduction in the building

This schedule is applicable to all Customers who

The light shall operate from dusk to dawn. The light shall operate from dusk to dawn. In cases of vandalism or damages, the

the light shall be cycled approximately 15 minutes on/15 minutes off. Summer season is the

The light shall be cycled approximately 15 minutes on/15 minutes off. Summer season is the

A variable charge added to the all-season rate for current meter and purchased power charges. This cost is in addition to the rates in this brochure, to be added separately on the service statement, and does not include any markups.

There is no additional charge, up to 200 feet, on lights on this rate that are metered at primary voltage excluding Post, and Decorative Lighting, the Company will supply up to 200 feet of wire and add

Under normal circumstances the Company will schedule recovery time following

Service may be controlled for up to a total of

LEVEL OF SERVICE SUPPLIED BY THE COMPANY:
The Company may choose to own, install, and maintain automatically operated dusk to dawn

Voluntary renewable energy:

The light shall be cycled on a 15-minute on/off schedule to achieve a 50% reduction in the building

The light shall be cycled approximately 15 minutes on/15 minutes off. Winter season is the

customer connection charge plus direct labor costs for reconnection outside of regular business hours will be required. Regular business hours are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., excluding holidays. A cash deposit may also be required.

Late payment charge

Accounts past due are subject to a late payment charge of 1% of the unpaid balance (interest).

NSF check charge

A $15 customer service charge will apply if bank payment is returned.

Riders listed in this brochure are subject to the following conditions:

REGULATIONS: Terms and conditions of these tariffs and the General Rules of the North Dakota Public Service Commission may amend or modify any of these riders.

MANDATORY AND VOLUNTARY RIDERS: The amount of this riders will be modified by any Mandatory Riders that must apply or Voluntary Riders the North Dakota Public Service Commission may adopt. See Sections 12.00, 13.00, and 14.00 of the North Dakota electric rate schedules for the matrices.

DEFINITION OF SEASONS: Summer—April 1 to September 30.
Winter—October 1 through March 31.
GENERAL SERVICE—20 kW or Greater

DESCRIPTION: This schedule is applicable to three-phase, industrial facilities with a maximum demand of 20 kW or more, and industrial customers that require a metering system other than Standard Metering System.

APPLICABILITY: This schedule is not applicable for energy or resale, nor for dusk to dawn or municipal lighting.

DETERMINATION OF METERED DEMAND: The billing Demand shall be based on the greater of 1,000 kW or 20 kW.

DETERMINATION OF BILLING DURATION: The billing Demand shall be based on the greater of 1,000 kW or 20 kW.

DETERMINATION OF CONTROL PERIOD DEMAND—OPTION 2 ONLY: The billing Demand shall be based on the lesser of the most recent 12 monthly billing Demand.

CONTROLLED SERVICE—JUMP-REACTOR RIER AND REACTOR RIER TRIGG E:

CONTROLLED SERVICE—JUMP CIRCUITRY RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIER RIE